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a b s t r a c t

The proliferation of new data intensive devices has caused an enormous burden on wire-
less systems. A femtocell network is a promising new technology developed to meet these
demands. Since each femtocell network consists of uncoordinated subnetworks that work
independently, the interference between subnetworks can result in a significant degrada-
tion of the overall network capacity. In this paper, we address the interference problem
between uncoordinated femtocell access points (FAPs) and propose a distributed FAP
scheduling scheme in a densely deployed femtocell network where FAPs interfere with
each other. In contrast to previous works that have focused on dynamic power and fre-
quency management, our approach focuses on time sharing through FAP contention.
Depending on the outcome of contention, our method selects a winning FAP to be the sole
user of the next time frame. The approach operates in a fully distributed manner with help
from mobile nodes (MNs). To implement this scheme, we develop a new synchronous
frame structure, which uses special common control channels. Through simulations, we
observe that the proposed scheme doubles the network capacity compared to the legacy
non-contending scheme, and could serve as the basis for future standards on femtocell
networks.

� 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

While wireless communications originated from very
humble beginnings at a few bits per second, by exchanging
Morse codes, upcoming fourth generation wireless
technologies (for instance, IEEE 802.11n, 802.16m and
LTE-advanced) are expected to achieve wireless capacities
of up to 1 Gbps. According to the Cooper’s Law, the wireless
capacity has doubled every 30 months over the last
100 years [1]. The main factor of the increase in capacity
has been the reduction in cell size, which contributed to an
increase of 1,600 times, while advanced physical (PHY)
and media access control (MAC) layer technologies, such

as modulation and resource management schemes, have
contributed to only an increase of 25 times in performance
[1].

The important advantage of reducing the cell size is that
the receiver is able to receive data packets at a high signal
to noise ratio (SNR). Conventional wireless networks take
advantage of this smaller cell size in increasing the wire-
less capacity since receivers can get the desired signal with
higher strength. However, the gain obtained from the
smaller cell size could get compromised by the heavy
interference caused by the close proximity of neighboring
cells. This means that network systems are increasingly
becoming interference limited. Thus, a more important
metric for network capacity is the signal to interference-
plus-noise ratio (SINR) rather than SNR [2]. Therefore, each
transmitter in a cell should not use its maximum power to
transmit in order to reduce interference to neighboring
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cells. That is, simply reducing the cell size is no longer
effective in increasing the network capacity in this inter-
ference limited paradigm. These days interference mitiga-
tion has become a highly challenging issue because most
of the advanced wireless technologies adopt a frequency
reuse factor (FRF) of one to maximize system spectral
efficiency.

The latest technology in reducing the cell size is to use
femtocells [3] that can be created by individual subscribers.
In a femtocell network, a femtocell access point (FAP) takes
charge in functioning as a macro base station (BS) to cover a
small area. Since both femtocell networks and wireless lo-
cal area networks (WLANs) have similar features in many
things, we can easily anticipate that problems in femtocell
networks will be similar with the current problems in
WLANs. Due to densely deployed WLAN access points
(APs), the most severe problem in WLANs is the interfer-
ence between APs. This is because subscribers can install
APs for themselves without consideration of other existing
APs, and this problem is the same to femtocell networks.
For instance, Fig. 1 shows a qualitative measurement of
WLAN channel occupancy rate. We measured the channel
occupation rate in a common apartment building in Korea,
using a WLAN AP of Anygate RG-3000A [4]. The graph says
that our AP could hear 16 APs, which implies 16 interferers
co-exist in this residential area. In conclusion, to maximize
the femtocell gain, femtocells should solve the interference
mitigation problem as well [2,5].

However, the interference mitigation in femtocell is
harder to implement than that in conventional macrocell
for several reasons [3]: First, FAPs normally use the Inter-
net as the backbone network, so there is no explicit inter-
face between FAPs. Second, FAPs are characterized by
poorer computing power than macro BSs due to the cost
down. Lastly, individual subscribers are expected to set
up FAPs in an uncoordinated manner. Therefore, the inter-
ference mitigation algorithm for the femtocell network
should be simple and distributed.

1.1. Related work

Combating interference is a key issue in designing a
femtocell network [2,5,6]. There are two types of interfer-
ence problems in the femtocell network: One is the inter-
ference between macrocell and femtocell, and the other
between femtocells themselves. Regarding the first prob-
lem, if macrocell and femtocell networks operate in the
same frequency band and try to mitigate the interference,
some specification changes need to be made since femto-
cells are deployed in an uncoordinated manner [2]. There
have been certain approaches proposed to solve this prob-
lem by controlling transmission power or by allocating dif-
ferent frequency bands to the macrocell and femtocells,
respectively. Power control based interference mitigation
schemes [7–9] tried to make the most interfered users, lo-
cated between the macro BS and an FAP, have at least the
same received power. In the frequency allocation based
interference mitigation schemes [10,11], the FAP operates
in a different frequency band from the macro BS, resulting
in higher SINR but lower spatial reuse.

For the second interference problem, power control
based solutions work the same as to the first problem. They
try to control FAP’s transmission power such that the
strength of the desired signal at least equals that of inter-
ference signal. Many frequency based solutions have been
proposed. Li et al. [12] have proposed a fractional fre-
quency allocation scheme for FAPs through sensing each
other’s interference level. However, their solutions rely
on a strong assumption that each FAP fully understands
the interference condition. In [13], they have proposed a
distributed random access scheme that uses a hashing
function to avoid interference between femtocells.

However, in a densely deployed network, the interfer-
ence cannot be sufficiently mitigated by only frequency
planning or power control. The research in [14] shows that
deactivating some users leads to better performance than
activating all the users simultaneously. To this end, a

Fig. 1. Channel occupancy rate of WLAN APs in an apartment building.
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technical report [15] from 3GPP has proposed an interfer-
ence reduction scheme that allocates different frame ac-
cess patterns to each FAP and the macro BS, respectively,
in time domain but each pattern should be allocated by a
centralized controller. Another 3GPP document in [16]
has considered a centralized interference mitigation ap-
proach between macrocell and femtocell. It makes the
macro BS use ‘almost blank subframes’ which allow femto-
cells to transmit without suffering from the macrocell
interference.

Rather than a centralized approach, distributed femto-
cell interference mitigation schemes for a densely de-
ployed network have been recently investigated. Garcia
et al. [17] has proposed a frequency allocation scheme that
exploits different subchannels in a carrier aggregated fre-
quency band. Another research [18] has formulated a coa-
lition game for femtocell interference management. In
[14], the authors have proposed a new framework to mea-
sure the interference level and a dynamic frequency alloca-
tion algorithm. However, all the investigations assumed a
management entity in the backbone network to gather
interference information and to make a decision in allocat-
ing time and frequency resources, or assumed interference
information exchanges between FAPs through the back-
bone network.

Our proposed algorithm does not require any coordina-
tion between the backbone and femto networks. We aim to
reduce femto-to-femto interference by time scheduling in
a distributed manner. It exploits FAP contention positively,
without requiring any help from the macro BS or other
FAPs. It also tries to activate as many APs as possible if
femtocell networks can permit. Each FAP contends with
each other to get a right to use the channel. To implement
our algorithm in a fully distributed manner, mobile nodes
report the FAP contention result to the associated FAPs
through a common control channel specified in our pro-
posed frame structure.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
our proposed frame structure and FAP contention based
scheduling algorithm. We examine the performance of
our proposed scheme through analysis and simulation in
Sections 3 and 4, respectively. The concluding remarks fol-
low in Section 5.

2. Proposed channel access method

For clarity of exposition, we assume that all FAPs in the
interference dominant network use only a single frequency
band. In addition, we assume that the network use a time-
division duplex (TDD) based orthogonal frequency division
multiple access (OFDMA) system, and that frames among
FAPs are synchronized. However, our proposed scheme
can easily adopt other multiple access and duplex schemes
such as a frequency-division duplex (FDD) based OFDMA
or code division multiple access (CDMA) system.

Our target is to activate only one FAP among FAPs with-
in a given interference domain1 in a distributed manner. For
example, in Fig. 2, FAPs 1 and 2 try to send data to MNs 1

and 2, respectively. In the legacy scheme, the FAPs should
use a low modulation and coding scheme (MCS) to over-
come the interference from each other. Another way to re-
duce the interference is for each FAP to transmit data in
turn, i.e. FAPs 1 and 2 use different time frames.

Before explaining our proposed scheme, we briefly
illustrate the impact of a time scheduling algorithm on net-
work capacity. In Fig. 2, the two FAPs simultaneously use
the entire time frame under low SINR when the legacy
scheme is applied. In contrast, they are allowed to use half
the time frame each under high SINR if a time scheduling
scheme is applied. From the Shannon capacity formula,
which is given as log2(1 + SINR), we obtain the capacity of
each scheme for an FAP as

C ¼
log2ð1þ SINRintÞ for legacy scheme;
1
2 log2ð1þ SINRclrÞ for time scheduling scheme;

(

ð1Þ

where SINRint and SINRclr represent the SINRs with and
without interference, respectively. Because the two FAPs
share time resource, the capacity of each FAP has been re-
duced by half. In a high interference area, the SINRint could
be almost equal to 1, so the capacity is 1 b/s/Hz. If SINRclr is
larger than 3, which is 4.8 dB, the network capacity with
the time division FAP scheduling scheme is larger than
without it. For a densely deployed network, in general,
SINRclr is three times larger than SINRint since each MN is
usually associated with an in-home installed FAP. There-
fore, we expect that the FAP time scheduling scheme
should outperform the legacy scheme.

2.1. Contention enabling frame structure

To handle the interference problem in a distributed
manner, we first consider a contention enabling synchro-
nous frame structure. Fig. 3 depicts an example of our pro-
posed structure. This is a simple modification of a
traditional TDD and OFDMA based cellular frame structure
proposed by WiMAX [19]. The only difference from the leg-
acy structure is that it additionally uses one FAP engaging
channel (AEC) and two FAP indicator channels (AICs) for
downlink and uplink, respectively.

AEC and AIC use a small number of OFDMA symbols. In
this example, each of AEC and AIC uses one resource block

AP1 AP2

MN1

MN2

Fig. 2. Example of the interference.

1 We define the interference domain in Section 2.2.
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which consists of one symbol time and several sub-chan-
nels. Every AEC has corresponding AICs (AIC1 and AIC2).
During the initialization procedure, each FAP should obtain
its own AEC/AICs pair which do not overlap with those of
neighboring FAPs. Each FAP transmits a random number
for contention through its own AEC. AICs carry binary
information only, so one bit of information is enough for
each AIC, i.e. the OFDM symbol of busy or idle. We repre-
sent at least one busy signal as ‘1’ and no busy signal as
‘0.’ Because of the use of one bit signaling, there is no col-
lision in AIC. That is, when a collision occurs, it is under-
stood as ‘1.’ AIC1 and AIC2 send the result of the
contention and collision, respectively. The values ‘0’ and
‘1’ received from AIC1 mean that the FAP which sent a ran-
dom number through the corresponding AEC won and lost
the contention, respectively. Similarly, ‘0’ from AIC2 indi-
cates that AEC data received without collision and ‘1’ indi-
cates collision. The meanings of the two bits in the AICs are
listed in Table 1.

2.2. Notations

We now define some notation to explain the detailed
algorithm for our proposed scheme.

� Ai: Access point i.
� Mij: Mobile node j associated with Ai.
� C(Ai): The set of MNs that receives signals with suffi-

ciently high SINR from Ai.
� C(Mij) = {AkjMij 2 C(Ak),"k}. That is, the set of all Ak

which holds that Mij belongs to Ak’s defined coverage.
� NB(Ai): The set of neighbor FAPs that share at least one

MN with Ai, i.e. the interference domain of Ai.
� Sf: Current frame sequence number.
� Nch: Total number of AEC/AICs pairs.
� ci: AEC/AICs pair number obtained by Ai.

� W: Contention window size.
� ri: Random number used by Ai during contention.
� Pi: Activation probability of Ai at a given frame.
� U: Channel utilization.

2.3. Contention for channel access

Our aim is to enable an FAP Ai to use the shared medium
exclusively. That is, Ai should be the only active FAP among
Ai [ NB(Ai) at a specific time frame. We use the same chan-
nel access method for both downlink and uplink transmis-
sions. To access the channel, each FAP first contends with
neighboring FAPs. When an FAP wins the channel conten-
tion, it can use the next time frame exclusively and sche-
dule data transmissions for MNs in its own domain. The
definition of a ‘neighbor FAP’ is not one-hop connected
FAPs but the FAPs who share at least one MN in their
shared coverage, as shown in Fig. 4(b). Therefore, in
Fig. 4(a), the FAPs are not neighbors of each other unless
an MN appears in the shared area.2

The contention method works as follows. In the first
frame, each FAP Ai selects a random number ri within the
contention window [0,W), and broadcasts ri through its
own AEC ci. Each MN Mij hears all the random numbers
broadcasted by their neighbor FAPs C(Mij), and decides a
winner, i.e. the smallest ri. When a winner is decided, every
MN who hears AEC replies via each corresponding AIC1 of
all the losing FAPs. Since these AIC responses do not have
any information besides signaling, i.e. busy or idle, there
is no collision problem in the AIC response.

When an FAP wins the contention, it is eligible to exclu-
sively use the next time frame as depicted in Fig. 5. This
figure illustrates the contention procedure as follows.
When an FAP Ai wants to access the wireless medium, it
first transmits a random number ri over its own AEC ci.
After hearing this signal, the MNs transmit the result of
the contention through the corresponding AIC1 only to
the losers (not the winner). This means that the FAP which
receives no response wins the contention. The winning FAP
uses the next frame (both downlink and uplink) for its own
traffic and lost FAPs should not transmit and schedule up-
link data at all.3

There are two types of collision: One is a random num-
ber collision which occurs when more than one FAP
chooses the same smallest number, and the other is AEC
collision which occurs when more than one FAP chooses
the same AEC/AICs pair. For the random number collision,
the corresponding MNs break the tie as follows. According
to the current frame sequence number Sf, if Sf is odd (or
even), they select an FAP that uses the AEC with the lowest
(or highest) ci as the winner.

For the AEC collision problem, the corresponding MNs
in the shared area recognize the collision, and are respon-
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Fig. 3. Contention enabling synchronous frame structure for TDD OFDMA
system.

Table 1
AIC information.

AIC1 AIC2 Meaning

0 0 Win the contention, and use the next frame
1 0 Lose the contention, and do not use the next frame
0 1 Collision, and reselect AEC/AICs pair
1 1 Reserved

2 We assume that all FAPs are synchronized as in cellular networks.
3 If there are more than two FAPs who have received no response due to

some reason such as channel error, they will transmit in the next frame
time and collision occurs. They will repeat the same process until the
collision is resolved. However such collision does not always mean
transmission failure. Owing to the capture effect, the transmission can be
made successful in many cases.

J. Yun et al. / Computer Networks 56 (2012) 1236–1248 1239
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sible for reporting it to the FAPs involved. To resolve this
collision, these FAPs must select another AEC/AICs pair
randomly until the selected channel pair is clear. The de-
tailed collision resolution mechanism is described in the
next subsection.

2.4. Procedures for AEC/AICs pair allocation

Each FAP should have its own non-overlapping AEC/
AICs pair to contend with other FAPs. To obtain an AEC/
AICs pair, a newly joining FAP Ai listens to all the AECs
for some time to build the table of busy AEC/AICs pairs.
Then, Ai randomly selects one idle AEC/AICs pair among
the idle ones, and uses it for contention. An AEC collision
may occur if a neighbor FAP chooses the same AEC/AICs
pair by chance, or a new MN appears in the shared area
while two FAPs are using the same AEC/AICs pair.

For example, in the case of Fig. 4(a), if the two FAPs
share no MNs, they can use the same AEC/AICs pair with-
out experiencing AEC collision, but in the case of
Fig. 4(b), the two FAPs need to use different AEC/AICs pair.
If the two FAPs use the same AEC, Mij can hear neither of
the two FAPs. Mij informs this AEC collision to the FAPs
by transmitting a ‘1’ through the corresponding AIC2. All
FAPs using this AEC hear the message to recognize whether
they were involved in a collision or not. If the FAP is in-
formed of an AEC collision, it randomly selects another
AEC/AICs pair among the idle channel pairs.

2.5. Overhead for using AEC/AICs pair

In our FAP contention scheme, the system must use two
special common control channels (AEC and AIC), which
convey the contention information. Since these additional
channels can be viewed as overhead, we now calculate

the size of the overhead when the Mobile WiMAX specifi-
cation [19] is applied.

For the downlink case, there are 720 data sub-carriers out
of 1024 total sub-carriers per OFDMA symbol.4 The data sub-
carriers are divided into 30 sub-channels, and one sub-
channel corresponds to the downlink resource allocation unit.
That is, each sub-channel has 24 sub-carriers per symbol. We
assume that one AEC consumes one sub-channel in one sym-
bol. For FAP contention, the AEC information must success-
fully reach all MNs within the transmission range of each
FAP. The frame control header (FCH5) is also very important,
and it uses not only low modulation (QPSK) and coding rate
(1/2) but also four repetition codes to protect the information.
Assuming that the AEC information also uses the same repeti-
tion, modulation, and coding with FCH; one AEC can carry six
bits.6 Note that this is conservative usage since an FAP’s trans-
mission range is much smaller than that of macro BS, and the
femtocell environment is normally indoor. Through the six
bits, each FAP can select a random number in [0,64) for con-
tention; it is large enough to keep the probability of random
number collision between FAPs very small.

The resource unit of the uplink is a tile which consists of
three OFDMA symbol and four sub-carriers. To ensure that
the AIC is robust enough, we use three tiles which are the
same number of tiles on one ACK transmission. Note that
using three tiles for one AIC is also conservative usage be-
cause of the same reason as in the downlink case.

We now can calculate the additional overhead of the
AEC/AICs pairs under the above two assumptions. Exclud-
ing the original overhead,7 a frame of Mobile WiMAX nor-
mally has 26 OFDMA symbols for downlink and 840 tiles
for uplink. There are two AICs corresponding to one AEC,
which are AIC1 and AIC2. Assuming that n AEC/AICs pairs
are added using our proposed frame structure, the portions
of the additional overhead are 24n

26�720 and 6n
840 for downlink

and uplink, respectively. In the case of 20 AEC/AICs pairs,
the additional overhead is 2.56% and 14.3% for downlink
and uplink, respectively. Despite the overhead, the simula-
tion results in Section 4 show that our proposed scheme out-
performs the conventional scheme.

2.6. Operation example

This section explains our proposed scheme through an
example shown in Fig. 6. There are three FAPs and four
MNs involved within the network, and each Ai has one or
two serving MNs (Mij) in its service region. We set Nch = 10
and W = 16. The entire scenario is presented in Table 2.

Initial state: M11 is located out of the shared area. That
is, A1 and A2 do not interfere with each other even though
A2 is in the range of A1 and vise versa. However, when M11

moves to M�
11, A1 and A2 become interfering neighbors.

At frame 1: When the scenario starts, each FAP ran-
domly chooses one AEC/AICs pair out of Nch. Let the FAPs

Fig. 5. Frame allocation using AEC/AICs pair contention.

Fig. 4. Definition of ‘neighbor FAPs’

4 We assume that the system uses 10 MHz bandwidth and OFDMA/TDD.
5 FCH is header for the MAP message.
6 Through four repetition, 1/2-convolution coding, and QPSK modula-

tion; to carry six bits, it needs 24 sub-carriers (4 � 2 � 1/2 � 6 = 24).
7 Downlink control channels: FCH, DL-MAP, UL-MAP; uplink control

channels: CQICH, ACK, Ranging channel.
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A1 through A3 randomly pick the AEC/AICs pair ci of 4, 4,
and 5, respectively. Each FAP i also picks a random conten-
tion number ri in contention window [0,W). Let the se-
lected ri’s be 12, 6, and 10, respectively at the first frame,
and each FAP i transmits ri via its own AEC ci. Since A1

and A2 currently share no MN, they do not suffer from
AEC collision. In addition, A1 and A2 do not need to contend,
so A1 and A2 can simultaneously serve their MNs, i.e. M11

and M21, without suffering from interference. However,
since two MNs (M21 and M31) are in the shared area of A2

and A3, A2’s communication interferes with the communi-
cation between A3 and M31. Therefore, A2 and A3 should
contend for the frame to avoid simultaneous activation.
Fortunately, A2 and A3 select different AEC/AICs pairs, so
M21 and M31 can decode their random numbers r2 and r3

broadcast via c2 and c3, respectively. Because A3 chooses
a larger number compared to A2, M21 and M31 inform A3

that they have lost the contention. As a result, in the sec-
ond frame, A1 and A2 are activated. In Table 2, we check
the active FAPs with check marks (U) beside each FAP id.

At the end of the first frame, M11 moves to M�
11, so that

A1 and A2 become neighbors of each other.
At frame 2: Because A1 and A2 collide with each other in

AEC 4 in the second frame, M11 cannot decode the received
random numbers r1 and r2 transmitted by A1 and A2,
respectively. M11 informs the FAPs of this AEC collision
via the AIC2. After receiving this message, A1 and A2 ran-
domly choose another AEC/AICs pair again among the idle
channel pairs. A3 wins the contention, so A3 can use the
next frame.

At frame 3: In this frame, A1 and A2 choose different
AECs, i.e. c1 = 5 and c2 = 7, because of the AEC collision in
the second frame. Therefore, there is no AEC collision from
the third frame, that is, each Ai can contend with its neigh-
bors NB(Ai). In this frame, A1 and A3 win the contention.
M11, M21, and M31 inform A2 that they have lost the conten-
tion through the AIC1. Note that A2 and A3 break the tie
using the tie-breaking rule, that is, the lowest channel
numbered FAP wins at an odd frame sequence number.
The active FAPs in the fourth frame are A1 and A3.

At frame 4: The fourth frame shows a worst case sce-
nario. A2 and A3 are beaten by their neighbor FAPs. Only
A1 is activated for the fifth frame. To overcome this ineffi-
ciency, we next propose an extension called multi-frame
contention.

2.7. Multi-frame contention

To further improve channel utilization, we propose a
multi-frame contention mechanism that uses the multi
round contention to select multiple FAPs eligible to use
next multiple frames, which results in a greater number
of activated FAPs.

We combine R frames into one super frame which con-
sists of R-rounds of the contention mechanism.8 After going
through an R-round contention, the winning multiple FAPs
can exclusively use the next super frame of R frames. Each
winner FAP i uses ‘�1’ as the ri for next contention through-
out the same super frame to keep itself as the winner by the
end of the super frame. The lost FAPs get more chances to
win during the same super frame.

For instance, in the fourth frame case discussed in the
previous example, we assume that the fourth and fifth
frames are for one super frame (R = 2). Since A1 won the
previous frame, it sets r1 = �1 in the fifth frame while the
other FAPs choose random numbers as shown in Table 2.
As a result, A1 and A3 can be activated during the sixth
and seventh frames that are the next super frames. Follow-
ing this way, the multi-frame contention mechanism can
improve the channel utilization.

3. Performance analysis

In this section, we analyze the channel utilization when
using our proposed FAP contention based scheduling
scheme for a simple chain topology. We define the channel
utilization U as the ratio of the number of active FAPs to
the total number of FAPs in the network.

A1 A2 A3

M11

M11*

M21

M31

M32

Fig. 6. Example topology.

Table 2
Contention example.

FAP id AEC AIC1 (win/lose) AIC2 (collision)

Sub-channel# Random#

First frame
1 4 12
2 4 6
3 5 10 M21, M31

* Event: M11 moves to M�11 ? A1 and A2 become neighbors.

Second frame
U1 4 1 M11

U2 4 11 M21, M31 M11

3 3 7

Third frame
1 5 3
2 7 4 M11, M21, M31

U3 3 4

Fourth frame
U1 5 1
2 7 2 M11

U3 3 4 M21, M31

Fifth frame
U1 5 5
2 7 10 M11, M21, M31

3 3 8

8 Each frame indicates a round.
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3.1. Chain topology without multi-frame contention

We consider a simply connected chain topology as
shown in Fig. 7, where the chain length9 is K. Here, ‘con-
nected’ means that every FAP must contend with its nearby
FAPs. That is, neighboring FAPs share at least one MN. Let tr
and d be the transmission range of an FAP and the distance
between two neighboring FAPs, respectively. For the consid-
ered topology, we obtain the following Lemma 1.

Lemma 1. In the simply connected chain topology with
tr < d 6 2tr, the channel utilization is given by

U ¼
1; when K ¼ 1;
Kþ1
3K � K�2

12KW2 ; when K P 2:

(
ð2Þ

The proof is presented in the Appendix A. When K is lar-
ger than one, the second term in (2) can be ignored if W is
large enough. For instance, if W = 64 and K = 20 which is
similar with our simulation environment, we can ignore
the second term. Therefore, we approximate the utilization
U as follows

U � K þ 1
3K

: ð3Þ

3.2. Multi-frame contention effect

In this subsection, we analyze the effect of multi-frame
contention on channel utilization in the connected chain
topology. For simplicity, we assume an infinite contention
window W, that is, each FAP i can choose a unique ri for
each frame. This is a reasonable assumption since the tie
breaking rule in our scheme works in a nearly random
manner.

3.2.1. Definition of inactive chain type
The inactive chain is a chain that consists of consecutive

inactive FAPs. Its edges may be vacant or active FAPs. We
can define three types of chains based on the edge condi-
tion: initial type (I-type), edge type (E-type), and middle
type (M-type). In the I-type chain, both edges of the chain
are vacant as depicted in Fig. 8(a). Only a chain without ac-
tive FAPs can be I-type. The E-type chain has one vacant
edge and one active FAP edge as shown in Fig. 8(b). Only
I-type and E-type chains can generate an E-type chain at
the next round contention. Lastly, the M-type chain has ac-
tive FAPs at both ends as shown in Fig. 8(c). This can be
generated from any type of the chain of the previous
round.

3.2.2. Activation probability of an inactive FAP
We define AI(p), AE(p), and AM(p) as functions that re-

turn the probability of an inactive FAP turning into active
after one contention round for each chain type I, E, and
M, respectively, when the chain length is p.

In the I-type chain, the multi-round contention is the
same as the single round contention case, so we can get
AI(p) from Lemma 1. According to (2) for a large W, we have

AIðpÞ ¼
1 for p ¼ 1;
pþ1
3p for p P 2:

(
ð4Þ

In the E-type chain, AE(p) is the same as AI(p) except that
one of the edge FAPs neighboring to an active FAP has zero
probability of activation. As shown in the Appendix A, the
expected value of activation probability of the edge FAP is
1/2. Therefore, we have

AEðpÞ ¼
0 for p ¼ 1;
pþ1
3p � 1

2p ¼
2p�1

6p for p P 2:

(
ð5Þ

For the M-type chain, both edges have zero probability of
activation. Therefore, AM(p) can be calculated as

AMðpÞ ¼
0 for p 6 2;
pþ1
3p � 2 � 1

2p ¼
p�2
3p for p P 3:

(
ð6Þ

3.2.3. Number of chains generated from each type of idle
chains

We now calculate the number of chains that are gener-
ated from each type of chain. There are five cases of chain
generation, which are I to E, I to M, E to E, E to M, and M to
M. We define a function Nxy(qjp) as the expected number of
y-type chains with length q generated from x-type chain
with length p where x,y 2 {I,E,M}. The detailed analysis
to obtain Nxy(qjp) is presented in the Appendix B.

For example, NEM(2j5) means the expected number of
M-type chains with 2 idle FAPs generated after a conten-
tion from E-type chain with 5 idle FAPs. After contention,
some of the idle FAPs can be activated and the chain may
be divided into other types of chains. For instance, if the
AI1 and AI3 are activated, the chain is divided into two M-
type chains: One is with AI2 and the other with AI4 and
AI5. In this case, we have one M-type chain with 2 idle FAPs.

We validate the accuracy of the functions Nxy(qjp). Fig. 9
shows that the result obtained from simulations coincides
with the analytical result, where the symbols and lines
represent the simulation and analytical results, respec-
tively. In this comparison, we fix the length of the previous
chain p at 8, and vary the generated chain length q from 1
to 8. The results confirm that our analysis is accurate.

3.2.4. Channel utilization
Let Sm(j1, . . . , jr�1jK) be a function that represents the

number of chains during the rth contention round that
has had j1 idle FAPs after the first contention round, j2 idle
FAPs after the second contention round, and so on. K is the
length of the initial chain. It is essential that a chain starts
from type I and then changes its type to E or M. At any

Fig. 7. Simple chain topology with K FAPs. tr and d denote the
transmission range of FAP and the distance between two neighboring
FAPs.

9 The number of FAPs in the connected chain.
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contention round, the chain can change to M if the type
were E, but the change from M to E is impossible. There-
fore, an important point is when the chain changes its type
to M. Let the value m indicate this changing point. If m = 1,
an M-type chain is formed after the first contention. If m = r
and r is the current round, the chain has no history of hav-
ing been M-type. That is, it stays at E-type until the
(r � 1)th round. Therefore, using the Nxy(qjp) function, we
can obtain Sm(�) as

Smðj1; . . . ; jr�1jKÞ ¼ Nx1y1
ðj1jKÞNx2y2

ðj2jj1Þ � � �Nxr�1yr�1
ðjr�1jjr�2Þ:

ð7Þ

Here, (xk,yk) is selected according to m as

ðxk; ykÞ ¼

ðI;MÞ for k ¼ 1
ðM;MÞ for 2 6 k 6 r � 1

�
for m ¼ 1;

ðI; EÞ for k ¼ 1
ðE; EÞ for m – 2; 2 6 k < m

ðE;MÞ for k ¼ m

ðM;MÞ for m < k 6 r � 1

8>>><
>>>:

for m > 1:

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

ð8Þ

Let dr(K) be an increment of the channel utilization after
the rth contention. For the first contention round,
d1(K) = PI(K). For r P 2, we can get dr(K) from (7). We have

drðKÞ¼

AIðKÞ for r¼1;
PK

j1¼1

Pj1
j2¼1
� � �

Pjr�2

jr�1¼1

Pr�1

m¼1
AMðjr�1ÞSmðj1; . . . ; jr�1jKÞ

�

þAEðjr�1ÞSrðj1; . . . ; jr�1jKÞÞ for r P 2:

8>>><
>>>:

ð9Þ

Therefore, when the number of FAPs is K, the channel uti-
lization after the contention of R-round, UR, is given by

UR ¼
XR

r¼1

drðKÞ: ð10Þ

3.2.5. Analytical results and improvement rate
Fig. 10 shows the analytical results. We plot the FAP

channel utilization, and the improvement rate of the chan-
nel utilization with the number of rounds. If the network
does not use multi-frame contention mechanism, i.e.
R = 1, the channel utilization is given as follows. For K = 1
and 2, the channel utilizations are 1 and 1/2, respectively.
The channel utilization decreases with the number of FAPs,
and from (3) it converges to one third as the number of
FAPs goes to infinity.

However, our proposed multi-frame contention en-
hances the channel utilization. With the number of conten-
tion rounds R, more FAPs can be activated although the
increase in the rate of improvement gradually decreases.
If we increase R from 1 to 2, our scheme enables 10% more
FAPs to be activated, while the improvement rate is over 20
percent if R P 4. However, the contention of fourth rounds
shows an improvement rate increase of less than 5 percent
when compared to that of the first three rounds. These

Fig. 8. Types of inactive chains.
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results suggest that three round contention is good enough
for multi-frame contention for the chain topology.

4. Simulation results

In this section, we compare the performance of our FAP
contention based scheduling scheme with that of a legacy
non-contention based scheme in terms of capacity and
fairness for a densely deployed femtocell network. We do
not compare our proposed scheme with other frequency
based femto-femto interference mitigation schemes be-
cause the frequency based solutions are orthogonal with
ours. Our proposed scheme reduces the femto-femto inter-
ference installed in the same frequency. Instead, we com-
pare our proposed scheme with a power adjustment
based interference mitigation scheme in [7,8]. It is de-
signed for each FAP to adjust its transmission power
according to the interference level from neighboring cells.
In densely deployed networks, this type of power control
scheme, however, becomes the same as the legacy scheme
with no contention in our simulation scenario, that is, all
the FAPs use the same full power.

4.1. Simulation settings

Each FAP runs as a closed subscriber group, that is, an
MN can only communicate with its associated FAP even
though the signal strengths from some other FAPs are
stronger. Our proposed scheme uses the multi-frame con-
tention of R = 3. We consider a 10 by 10 grid topology as
shown in Fig. 11. The distance between two neighboring
FAPs and the transmission range of each FAP are set to
10 meters. Then various transmission ranges are tried in
simulations under the same fixed distance. Each FAP has
the same transmission range and the channels have the
path loss exponent of 4. We do not consider short term fad-
ing. The maximum and minimum transmission powers of
FAPs are �10 and �30 dBW, respectively, as given in
[20]. The background noise is set to 94.5 dB. When the
transmission range increases, the interference level also
increases. MNs associated with an FAP are uniformly

distributed within its transmission range. We also let the
interference range be twice the transmission range. Within
an interference area, each MN suffers from interference
and cannot decode interferers’ frames correctly.

4.2. Spectral efficiency

The Shannon capacity equation C = log2(1 + SINR) is
used to get the spectral efficiency, where SINR is calculated
from the distance between MN and FAP. Fig. 12 shows the
spectral efficiencies. The results show that our proposed
scheme doubles the legacy capacity. To use our proposed
scheme, the frame structure adds some additional over-
head, i.e. AEC/AICs pairs. 15% and 30% of overhead indi-
cates that 15% and 30%, respectively, of each frame are
wasted for multi-frame contention, i.e. AEC/AICs pairs.
Note that even with a 30% overhead, our proposed scheme
outperforms the legacy scheme.

4.3. CDF of spectral efficiency

The cumulative distribution functions (cdf) of spectral
efficiency for the transmission ranges of 10, 20, and 30 m
are shown in Fig. 13. Our proposed scheme in the graphs
is with the additional overhead of 15%. To cover the entire
area, we uniformly place 200 MNs. Each MN probes the
SINR and calculates its Shannon capacity.

Fig. 13(a) shows the cdf of spectral efficiency for the
transmission range of 10 m. In this case, only a small num-
ber of MNs experience low throughput since the MNs
experience relatively low interference. In our proposed
scheme, there are few MNs that have throughput lower
than 0.5 b/s/Hz while there are more than 40% such MNs
in the legacy scheme.

In the case of 20-meter transmission range, the interfer-
ence among MNs increases. As shown in Fig. 13(b), the
fraction of the low capacity MNs increases. In the legacy
scheme, almost 70% of the MNs cannot be served from
their associated FAPs due to low SINRs. However, in our
scheme, less than 10% of the MNs have capacity lower than

Fig. 11. Simulation topology of 10-by-10 FAP grid.
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0.25 b/s/Hz. From these results, we can infer that our
proposed scheme considerably reduces the outage ratio.

Fig. 13(c) shows the cdf for the case of 30-meter trans-
mission range. Since the distance between nearby FAPs is
10 m, an MN in the center of the topology may be inter-
fered by approximately 25 neighboring FAPs. In spite of
the severe interference, our proposed scheme still serves
every MN with a lower capacity.

4.4. Fairness index

For fairness comparison, we use a normalized capacity
of each MN. That is, each MN’s capacity is normalized by
the maximum capacity that can be achieved without inter-
ference. Then, we use the Jain’s fairness index [21] for com-
parison. Thus, if there is no interference at all, the system
has the maximum index of ‘1.’

As shown in Fig. 14, our proposed scheme achieves good
fairness. Since the interference range is longer than the data
transmission range, our proposed scheme cannot have the
perfect fairness. In the legacy scheme, MNs at the cell edge
area suffer from serious interference, so the capacity gap
between cell edge and center users is significant.

5. Conclusion

As the market for home wireless networks grows, fem-
tocell access points (FAPs) are expected to increase in pop-
ularity. However, for a city with a high population density,
the interference from and among femtocells poses a seri-
ous challenge. In this paper, we proposed a novel frame
structure for FAP contention based scheduling that aims
to mitigate interference in a densely deployed wireless
network. Our scheme runs in a fully distributed manner
and chooses only one FAP out of interfering FAPs to be ac-
tive for each time frame with the help of mobile devices,
and allows the chosen FAP to exclusively use the next time
frame. This scheme reduces the overall network interfer-
ence, thereby achieving significantly higher channel effi-
ciency. The simulation and analytical results reveal that
our FAP contending scheme outperforms legacy non-con-
tending scheme.

Since the current femtocell standard does not allow the
modification of mobile devices, the interference problem is
a very challenging one to solve. However, it is impossible
to solve this problem without the help of the mobile de-
vices since the main cause of interference comes from
themselves. Accordingly, future standards should consider
modifying mobile devices to mitigate the interference in
some way. In such a case, the proposed FAP contention
based scheduling scheme could be a promising candidate
solution.
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Appendix A. Proof of Lemma 1

Proof. Let us denote the activation probability of Ai as Pi.
Then, we calculate Pi as follows. For K = 1, the channel
utilization is obviously one, so we focus on the case when
K P 2.

1. For i = 1 (or K):
Our tie breaking rule is to choose a winner randomly.
Hence,

Pi ¼ Prfr1 < r2g þ PrfA1winsjr1 ¼ r2gPrfr1 ¼ r2g

¼ Prfr1 < r2g þ
1
2

Prfr1 ¼ r2g

¼
XW�1

j¼0

Prfr1 ¼ jgPrfr2 > jg

þ 1
2

XW�1

j¼0

Prfr1 ¼ jgPrfr2 ¼ jg

¼
XW�1

j¼0

1
W
�W � 1� j

W

� �
þ 1

2

XW�1

j¼0

1
W
� 1
W

� �

¼W � 1
2W

þ 1
2W
¼ 1

2
: ðA:1Þ

2. For 1 < i < K:
We now have four tie breaking cases. For each case, we
obtain the following.

Prfri < ri�1;ri6 riþ1g¼ 1
W

PW�1

j¼0

W�1�j
W �W�j

W

� �
¼ ðW�1ÞðWþ1Þ

3W2 ;

Prfri < ri�1;ri < riþ1g¼ 1
W

PW�1

j¼0

W�1�j
W

� �2
¼ ðW�1Þð2W�1Þ

6W2 ;

Prfri6 ri�1;ri6 riþ1g¼ 1
W

PW�1

j¼0

W�j
W

� �2
¼ ðWþ1Þð2Wþ1Þ

6W2 ;

Prfri6 ri�1;ri < riþ1g¼ ðW�1ÞðWþ1Þ
3W2 :

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ðA:2Þ

Therefore, we have

Pi ¼
1
4

2 � ðW � 1ÞðW þ 1Þ
3W2 þ ðW � 1Þð2W � 1Þ

6W2

�

þ ðW þ 1Þð2W þ 1Þ
6W2

�
¼ 4W2 � 1

12W2 : ðA:3Þ

From (A.1) and (A.3), we can calculate the average
channel utilization U as

U ¼ 1
K

XK

i¼1

Pi ¼
1
K

2 � 1
2
þ ðK � 2Þ � 4W2 � 1

12W2

 !

¼ K þ 1
3K

� K � 2
12KW2 : � ðA:4Þ

Appendix B. Calculation of NIE(qjp)

This appendix presents the detailed calculation for
NIE(qjp) and the other four functions, i.e. NIM(qjp), NEE(qjp),
NEM(qjp), and NMM(qjp), are presented in [22] due to the
limited space.

We define a function Py(i,q) that returns the probability
of generating a y-type chain with length q whose first
inactive FAP is AIi from Fig. 7. According to the definition,
NIE(qjp) can be expressed as

NIEðqjpÞ ¼
Xp�qþ1

i¼1

PEði; qÞ: ðB:1Þ

For p = 1 and 2, we can intuitively obtain NIE(1j1) = 0,
NIE(1j2) = 1, and NIE(2j2) = 0. For p P 3, if q = p, we have
NIE(qjp) = 0, but if q = p � 1, NIE(qjp) = PE(1,p � 1) + PE(2,
p � 1). Obviously, PE(1,p � 1) and PE(2,p � 1) have the same
probability, and we denote these as p1(p � 1) in the follow-
ing. Also, if q 6 p � 2, NIE(qjp) = PE(1,q) + PE(p � q + 1,q).
Because of the symmetry, PE(1,q) and PE(p � q + 1,q) have
the same value, and we define these two functions as p2(q).

Then, we have

NIEðqjpÞ ¼

0 for q ¼ 1 for p ¼ 1;
1 for q ¼ 1
0 for q ¼ 2

�
for p ¼ 2;

0 for q ¼ p
2p1ðqÞ for q ¼ p� 1
2p2ðqÞ for q 6 p� 2

8<
: for p P 3:

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

ðB:2Þ

We now calculate p1(q) and p2(q). Assuming the infinite
contention window size, i.e. ignoring the possibility of hav-
ing the same random number, the only case to consider is
the number of permutation cases. Though we are consider-
ing on the chain of q idle FAPs, we need to consider more
than q FAPs to create the request pattern. Note that, the
chain from AI1 to AIq is an idle chain that we want to create.

To generate the p1(q) pattern, we need to consider
(q + 1) FAPs. As shown in Fig. B.15, all the FAPs have their
own random contention numbers in descending order.
Then, we have

p1ðqÞ ¼ PrfrI1 < rI2 < � � � < rIq < rIðqþ1Þg ¼
1

ðqþ 1Þ! : ðB:3Þ

In the pattern p2(q), (q + 2) FAPs are considered as shown
in Fig. B.16. From rI1 to rI(q+1), each FAP must select a ran-
dom contention number in descending order, but the last
FAP AI(q+2) chooses a larger random number than AI(q+1)

does, i.e. rI(q+1) < rI(q+2). To create this pattern, we first pick
one number from the random number pool except the
minimum and set it to rI(q+2), then allocate the remaining
numbers in descending order. Therefore, we have

p2ðqÞ ¼
1

ðqþ 2Þ!
qþ 1

1

� �
¼ qþ 1
ðqþ 2Þ! : ðB:4Þ
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